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ABSTRACT

Road transport is an essential and immutable part of our everyday lives. The increase in road transportation has led to an upsurge in the amount of road traffic accidents leading to loss of lives and money. Little research is done that focuses on the effects of artificial intelligence to help curb road accidents. The present study aims to analyze how technology can make roads safer and more sustainable. This paper emphasizes the use of an intelligent transport system, automatic driver assistance system, driver monitoring system, real-time data, advanced communication technology, and intelligent traffic management solutions to help make driving safe and efficient. The findings of this research paper can be used as essential data by vehicle manufacturing companies so that they can recognize the impact of the Advanced Driver Assistance System on the safety of users and integrate it into their vehicles. The paper also has policy implications. It talks about the execution of a National Road Safety Information System and the setting up of Emergency Medical Service infrastructure dedicated to tackling road accidents.

Introduction

Road transportation benefits individuals and nations by facilitating the movement of goods and people. It enables increased access to jobs, markets, education, and health care. The global road network is currently 63,690,567 kilometers long. Notably, India has the world's second-largest road network, covering 6,700,000 kilometers, trailing only the United States of America. (Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, 2022). An increase in the road network has also led to a rise in the number of road accidents, injuries, disabling and even killing many. Every year, roughly 1.3 million people are killed in traffic accidents, with another 20 to 50 million people injured. Traffic accidents are the leading cause of death among those aged 5 to 29. Furthermore, it is in the poor and middle-income nations where 93% of road fatalities occur making the lives of the families of the victims even more difficult than before. Global economic costs from these disasters are projected to reach $518 billion (World Health Organization, 2022).
In India, around 47 accidents and 18 fatalities occur every hour. These fatalities are expected to result in 2.4 million annual deaths by 2030 unless quick action is taken (Ministry of Road Transportation of India, 2021). Speeding, driving while intoxicated or under the influence of other drugs, failing to use seat belts, child safety seats, and bike helmets, driving while distracted, accident-prone roads, cars with inadequate safety features, poor after-crash care, and lax traffic enforcement are major contributing factors to these collisions (World Health Organization, 2022).

Despite their pervasive effects, there is not enough public discussion or action to address this avoidable problem and improve everyone’s safety on our roadways.

Road safety is the outcome of purposeful and organized efforts on the part of numerous societal sectors. Every individual and organization, whether public or private, has a stake in the outcome. Most often, negligence or a lack of understanding of road safety on the part of the road user causes accidents (National Road Safety Policy | Ministry of Road Transport & Highways, Government of India, 2016) Solutions must be found immediately to prevent or manage future occurrences of these accidents. Technology plays a significant role in reducing traffic accidents. Advanced driver-assistance systems, which include functions like automated emergency braking and lane-keeping assistance, are one way that technology helps prevent traffic accidents. By reducing crashes, facilitating better traffic flow, and raising overall road safety, intelligent traffic management systems, real-time traffic data analysis, and vehicle-to-vehicle communication also help to create safer driving environments. There have been endeavors to quantify the loss from road-related fatalities and injuries more effectively. Some of these efforts have been analyzed by the following studies.

A hierarchical model to examine the causes of traffic accidents, aiming to provide a thorough understanding of accident causation by taking into account several variables, including driver traits, vehicle conditions, road features, and environmental circumstances (Deublein et al., 2013). The usefulness of the proposed methodology was demonstrated in a case study that utilized the Austrian road network. It was employed to predict the number of injury accidents and injury severities of road users in situations where little or no data existed for the specific road segment in question (Deublein et al., 2013).

Understanding the various elements that contribute to road accidents, such as driver characteristics, vehicle conditions, road features, and environmental situations, is critical for developing efficient ways to decrease and avoid accidents. As proven by a case study on the Austrian road network, the proposed methodology provides a comprehensive framework for estimating the number of injury accidents and injury severity in locations where specific data may be unavailable. This prediction skill is critical for targeted interventions and resource allocation in high-risk locations, allowing authorities to implement safety measures proactively. Policymakers and stakeholders can establish tailored measures ranging from enhanced infrastructure design to...
targeted driver education programs by addressing the core issues revealed through such a deep understanding. Ultimately, this data is critical to a comprehensive approach to road safety, supporting evidence-based decision-making and ensuring a safer environment for all road users.

An overview was provided that encompassed official financial assessments of preventing traffic accidents, fatalities, and injuries in 31 European nations (Wijnen et al., 2019). The financial value attributed to an accident ranged from 700 thousand to 3 million euros. The total cost of traffic accidents was found to equal 0.4% to 4.1% of the country’s GDP. Interestingly, the majority of nations accepted these expenses and did very little to eliminate them. The study’s conclusions influenced resource allocation choices, cost-benefit evaluations, and safety laws, ultimately contributing to global efforts to lessen the financial burden and enhance road safety.

By giving evidence-based insights into the efficiency of road safety education and awareness campaigns, this research has had a tremendous impact (Dragutinovic & Twisk, 2006). The study’s conclusions have influenced road safety measures being designed, implemented, and evaluated around the world. This has contributed to attempts to lessen accidents while promoting better driving practices.

These studies have greatly contributed to the study of traffic accidents. It is important to note the many other course reports written to enhance our knowledge about road safety and disaster preparedness greatly. Although much research has been conducted into the causes of road accidents in the field, there is a lack of studies that explore how technology can be leveraged in this aspect.

This document aims to address this knowledge gap and help the world adopt new and evolving technologies to make roads more sustainable, reduce global casualties due to road accidents, and achieve SDG targets. The goal is to achieve SDG targets 3.6 and 11.2, based on providing access to safe, affordable, accessible, and sustainable transport systems that improve road safety for all.” (World Health Organisation, 2018)

Discussion

This section of the paper will focus primarily on the various applications of technology to attain the goal of sustainable and safe roads for all. This paper talks about not only the use of technology and artificial intelligence on the roads but also in vehicles, in the form of an Advanced Driver Assistance System, and policies made by the authorities. It also introduces the concept of an Intelligent Transport System and its various applications. It will also give us an understanding of the use of the Global Positioning System to reduce traffic and facilitate unhindered movement on roads.

Intelligent Transport System:

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) represent a technological paradigm change in which information and communication technologies are integrated with transportation infrastructure, vehicles, and traffic management to improve overall efficiency, safety, and sustainability. ITS uses advanced sensors, communication networks, and data analytics to optimize traffic flow, monitor vehicle conditions, and deliver real-time information to drivers and transportation authorities. The value of ITS in minimizing traffic accidents is immense, as it enables preventative interventions through real-time monitoring and predictive analytics. Smart traffic management systems, for example, can identify congestion, bad weather, or accidents quickly, allowing authorities to redirect traffic and deploy emergency services efficiently, reducing the severity of accidents and improving response times.

Furthermore, ITS plays a critical role in making roadways more sustainable by optimizing traffic patterns, reducing fuel consumption, and lowering emissions. The incorporation of smart infrastructure, such as adaptive traffic lights and intelligent intersections, helps to streamline traffic, lowering idling periods and
overall fuel usage. This not only adds to environmental sustainability but also improves the economic efficiency of transportation systems.

ITS revolutionizes the way we navigate and manage urban mobility in real-time traffic applications. Advanced navigation systems optimize trip times and fuel efficiency by providing dynamic route guidance based on real-time traffic conditions. Furthermore, vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication allow for instantaneous information exchange, fostering a connected ecosystem in which vehicles share real-time data about their speed, location, and road conditions, improving overall traffic safety and efficiency. ITS, in essence, serves as a foundation for developing smarter, safer, and more sustainable transportation systems in our ever-changing urban settings.

Therefore, implementing an Intelligent Transport System under a framework is a step towards establishing a safe and efficient transportation system. By utilizing real-time data, advanced communication technologies, and smart traffic management solutions, ITS can play a major role in preventing road accidents by addressing traffic congestion, promoting driving behaviors, and improving emergency response capabilities. The government must prioritize integrating ITS technologies into their transportation infrastructure to create a more sustainable road network that benefits everyone.

(Chavhan, 2020), talks about an Internet of Things-based intelligent public transport system in a metropolitan area. An IoT is used to interconnect transportation entities, such as vehicles, commuters, routes, roadside units, etc., in a metropolitan area. The IoT provides seamless connectivity between different networking technologies whenever commuters or vehicles move from one location to another location. Hence, IoT provides suitable seamless public transportation services in the metropolitan area.

According to this report, Thailand's effective implementation of automated transportation can be ascribed to Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS). The paper employs SWOT and TOWS analyses to uncover critical characteristics supporting C-ITS performance by reviewing evidence-based cases from Singapore, South Korea, Japan, China, the European Union, and the United States. Pragmatic policy implementation, stakeholder cooperation, C-ITS development criteria, standard architecture, knowledge sharing, deployment capacity, and explicit data exchange statements are seven critical components contributing to Thailand's success. These findings indicate both opportunities and dangers for improving traffic and transport in Thailand by implementing the C-ITS method.

The Automation of Vehicles:

For increased safety and better driving experiences, every car must have Advanced Driver Assist Technologies (ADAS) installed. Automated emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, and lane-keeping assistance are examples of ADAS systems that help prevent accidents and lessen the severity of collisions. A network of sensors, cameras, radars, and control units comprise the architecture of ADAS in automobiles. These components work together to collect real-time data, assess the vehicle's surroundings, and enable autonomous functions like adaptive cruise control, lane-keeping assistance, and collision avoidance, thereby improving overall driver safety.

The Forward Collision System allows cars to automatically determine the distance between other vehicles. If the car is too close, the forward collision system will reduce its speed to avoid the collision. Forward collision systems are a crucial part of the road safety system.

Blind spot detection systems can improve road safety by alerting drivers about vehicles lurking in their blind spots. Enhancing situational awareness, minimizing side-impact collisions, and encouraging safe driving practices, can help prevent accidents. (F. Matsubara, 2012), To facilitate safe lane changes, a new driver aid system called the Blind Spot Visualisation System is proposed in this study. Even with the side-view mirrors engaged, this device gives the driver a video image of the blind zones that are difficult to notice. A driving simulator experiment was used to test the suggested system to a traditional system that, upon detection
of a vehicle in the blind spot, provides a visual signal at the matching side view mirror. The outcomes demonstrated how well both systems worked to increase safety and reduce the strain of drivers having to move their heads and eyes to monitor. The drivers were able to drive their cars more steadily with the help of this system.

By averting accidents brought on by unintentional lane drift, fatigue, distraction, and dangerous driving behavior lane departure and warning and prevention systems dramatically increase the safety on the roads. These technologies reduce the impact hazards connected with lane departure occurrences by prompt warnings and proactive interventions, ultimately cutting down on the frequency of traffic accidents. (Yue Chen, 2020) talks about the main function of the Lane Departure Warning System. When the vehicle being driven is offset from the center of the lane too much, it will notify the driver as fast as possible in a variety of ways, such as vibration or sound, preventing possible collision with cars in other lanes.

Road safety has dramatically improved because of the development of automatic emergency braking systems, which use advanced sensors and algorithms to react quickly to impending crashes. These systems work as a supplement to human driving abilities to assist in preventing collisions, lessen the severity of injuries, and promote a safer driving environment for all (Zhang et al., 2023). In this study, a team of researchers created an automated car braking system that can come to a stop when it detects an object ahead of it. To enhance the system's capacity to recognize and reduce speed in response to obstacles on curving roadways, they employed a target identification and fusion control technique. Using a modeling platform, they evaluated the system and demonstrated how it increased the Automatic Emergency Braking system's dependability and prevented crashes with other cars.

Using a Driver Monitoring System, which continuously evaluates the driver's attentiveness, mood, and behavior, increases road safety. Driver Monitoring System helps to prevent accidents by identifying the early warning signs of fatigue, distraction, and impairment and sending out prompt alarms and interventions. This lowers the possibility of accidents brought on by negligence or human error. (A.Aghaei, 2016) gives an overview of the uses of the driver monitoring system. This article discusses cutting-edge signal processing techniques in light of road safety concerns found in human factors research, offering an interdisciplinary viewpoint on driver monitoring systems. It talks about how physiological signals, facial/body expressions, and vehicle measurements might help to improve driving safety by interacting with the driver in an adaptable way depending on the driving environment and the driver's condition.

Traffic sign recognition encourages adherence to traffic regulations, improves driver awareness, and supports safe and responsible driving behavior, all of which contribute to avoiding the occurrence of traffic accidents. Traffic sign recognition helps to prevent accidents and make roads safer for all road users by ensuring that drivers get reliable data regarding speed limits, road conditions, and other important traffic indicators. By alerting drivers of oncoming traffic and side obstructions and improving overall situational awareness, Cross Traffic Alert plays an essential role in preventing traffic accidents. With its assistance, drivers may make smarter decisions and stay clear of potentially hazardous situations, which is especially helpful in parking lots and junctions where sight is restricted.

Road safety is significantly improved by the application of adaptive cruise control, a useful driver assistance technology. Adaptive cruise control assists in preventing a variety of accidents, particularly those brought on by rear-end crashes, abrupt braking, and issues connected to traffic congestion, by encouraging acceptable following distances, reducing human error, and assuring consistent speeds.
Vehicle emergency assist systems are essential for improving road safety since they take over in an emergency when a driver is unable to. These systems are intended to handle unanticipated and pressing circumstances, such as catastrophic injuries, life-threatening illnesses, or any other unforeseen circumstance that prevents the driver from controlling the car. Emergency assistance systems can enable a safe vehicle stop and, in many situations, prevent collisions altogether by acting quickly. By taking this proactive stance, the likelihood of abrupt and unplanned events occurring on the road is greatly decreased, thus reducing the danger of accidents and saving lives.

These devices affect more than just the people inside the car; they also improve the safety of other drivers. Emergency assist systems increase road safety for all users by preventing uncontrollable cars from causing accidents. This makes the environment safer for bikes, pedestrians, and other drivers. These technologies are essential to modern vehicle safety because they demonstrate how cutting-edge technology can reduce the potentially catastrophic effects of unplanned emergencies on our roads.

The Application of AI on Roads:

Undoubtedly, integrating technology into roads is a significant advancement in traffic control and road safety. The employment of artificial intelligence, machine learning algorithms, and smart cameras offers a viable way to reduce traffic-related incidents and fatalities.

A key component of this technological revolution is smart cameras. These cameras can record data in real time and continuously monitor traffic conditions. AI and machine learning algorithms are then used to analyze this data. They can identify a variety of trends and abnormalities, which allows for an early reaction to possible safety issues. These cameras can actively aid in traffic management and control by being connected to the current traffic signal systems. These systems’ capacity to monitor alarms and properly communicate with security personnel tasked with route surveillance is one of their main advantages. The technology can instantly notify authorities of any incident or traffic congestion inside a designated zone, thus expediting reaction times and perhaps averting accidents.

Additionally, the fact that these cameras are constantly documenting traffic has a beneficial effect on how drivers behave. The knowledge that their behavior is being observed encourages adherence to traffic laws, which lowers the possibility of careless driving and associated risks. As a result, everyone who uses the roads both the pedestrians and the drivers can feel safe on the road.
The efficient management of traffic is further improved by the application of cutting-edge technologies such as Automated Number Plate Recognition. Via automatic detection, ANPR devices pick up on infractions including speeding, running red lights, and uninvited car entry. Law enforcement's burden is lessened and resources are freed up for other important duties when these technologies are used to impose fines and penalties in place of police patrols.

In conclusion, utilizing smart cameras and AI-powered algorithms in conjunction with other forms of technology is a big step towards safer and more effective traffic control on our roads. These developments lessen the need for conventional enforcement techniques while simultaneously promoting a driving culture that is more orderly and compliant and helping to minimize collisions and fatalities. Technology has paved the way for safer roadways.

The Intriguing Use of Geo-Positioning System on Roads:

Using GPS technology to prevent road accidents can be a valuable approach to enhancing road safety. By providing real-time traffic updates and hazard alerts, GPS-based real-time traffic monitoring helps prevent accidents. To reduce unsafe driving, motorists can avoid traffic, choose the shortest routes, and plan their arrival times. Prudence is encouraged via alerts for weather changes, road closures, and pedestrian zones. In addition to helping with navigation, GPS also helps with camera alerts, managing fatigue, and emergency services. To implement targeted safety measures, data analysis identifies accident-prone areas. The overall effect of this technology is to increase driver awareness, which helps drivers make more sensible decisions and drive more safely.

(Shi & Liu, 2010) talks about the many adaptive traffic systems that operate on the valuable knowledge of real-time traffic conditions. The authors of this study provide a novel method for tracking urban traffic in real-time using cars equipped with global positioning systems. This strategy allows for real-time estimation of traffic conditions in urban areas. Initially, the method gathers GPS trace data in real-time from cars on the metropolitan road network that are equipped with GPS. Then, it periodically groups the minutes’ worth of data that have been collected, determines the estimated space mean speed, and converts eSMS to smooth indices (which indicate traffic conditions). In contrast to previous research, the one that is being presented: (i) uses an efficient map-matching technique to group GPS trace data; (ii) eliminates the deceptive effects of traffic signals on traffic condition estimates; and (iii) evaluates traffic conditions using an estimated key traffic flow feature.

A new traffic condition detection approach was provided based on GPS technology, derived from the advancement of GPS and existing traffic condition monitoring systems (L. Xiaojing, 2002). The driving duration, vehicle demand velocity, and driveway occupancy may all be easily determined. The velocity distribution function can then be obtained by quadraturing the temporal mean of velocity and fitting velocity values over brief intervals. An interval mean of velocity is used to calculate the traffic volume, allowing for the real-time detection of traffic conditions. This holds significant implications for the management and induction of traffic in cities, providing a prerequisite for the implementation of an intelligent transport system.

Route optimization utilizing GPS technology improves road safety by reducing traffic jams, cutting travel times, directing cars away from danger zones, and encouraging smoother driving behavior. GPS-based systems help to prevent accidents and make roads safer for all users by delivering real-time traffic updates, turn-by-turn directions, and alarms for potential risks. Through the encouragement of cautious driving and adherence to posted speed limits, GPS-enabled geo-fencing and speeding alerts improve road safety. With the help of geo-fencing, drivers are warned when they enter problematic regions, such as construction zones or school zones, by creating virtual boundaries. Real-time vehicle speed is tracked by speeding alerts, which send alerts when the speed is exceeded. Safer behavior is encouraged by quick feedback, and compliance is ensured by the use of personalized insights and parental oversight. By eliminating events connected to speeding and
improving driver awareness in dangerous situations, they work together to make the road safer for everyone. A study on a GPS-based location monitoring system with geofencing capabilities is presented in this paper (Kothari et al., 2021). This technology offers a high-security system that deters car theft. Using the Internet of Things also sends the user an alert based on the location's boundary (IoT). In this study, the system could easily track the vehicle's location, which could also notify users when the vehicle left the geofence region. The administrator could keep an eye on the car using the computer, and if the car entered or left the geofence area, an email alert was sent to the admin's registered email address. The vehicle was driven around the geofence region to test the prototype technology. The outcomes displayed the precise location of the car together with an email alert sent out whenever it entered or left the bounds. In comparison to the actual map on the phone, the location accuracy was approximately 95%.

A key component of accident prevention is using GPS data for analysis and infrastructure improvement. As a result, it makes it easier to focus improvements and enforcement efforts in accident-prone areas. Real-time GPS insights improve traffic flow by reducing rear-end incidents, while GPS-based navigation offers detours to prevent unexpected pauses. While GPS promotes work zone safety through temporary limits, speed monitoring reduces the risks of driving too fast. Using location-based GPS information enhances emergency response. Through data-driven crosswalks and signal modifications, pedestrian safety is improved. Accidents are decreased via strategic sign placement and monitoring of motorist behavior. GPS-driven regulations improve infrastructure, speed restrictions, and road design, all of which contribute to safer roads overall. (Pior & Shimizu, 2001) This study measures the impact of infrastructure upgrades using a system helped by geographic information systems. The basic hedonic technique and Rosen's two-step approach are the foundations of benefits evaluation. Both methods effectively gather and produce the land attribute data in an environment supported by a geographic information system (GIS). It also communicates more accurate and objective data. Using GIS, the advantages are estimated for actual sites. The created system's viability for real-world use has been confirmed through its implementation on the Tokyo metropolitan area's Joban New Line. Benefit-evaluation procedures are integrated into GIS, making the suggested system an effective tool for making decisions on infrastructure upgrades.

Policies

Because policy implementation converts well-meaning laws and safety precautions into concrete actions and outcomes, it is essential to reducing traffic accidents. Effective policies can address a variety of issues related to road safety, such as the enforcement of driving while intoxicated, speed limits, traffic signage, and car safety regulations. By effectively enforcing these laws, the implementation guarantees that they are theoretical and encourage responsible behavior and deterrents. It lowers accident rates by encouraging a culture of accountability and compliance among drivers. Additionally, efforts for education and awareness are frequently used in the effective execution of policies, helping to create more knowledgeable drivers. To put it simply, well-run policies are the cornerstone of accident prevention, making all roads safer.

A National Road Safety Information System must be established to provide continuity and policy guidelines for this activity. This database will serve as a hub for road safety data effectively collecting, analyzing, and sharing information to inform policymakers decisions. By identifying areas of accidents and high-risk behaviors the system can help policymakers enforce traffic regulations efficiently. (Żukowska, 2015) With the establishment of national and provincial road safety observatories in Poland, it became necessary to create specialized techniques and instruments to evaluate patterns and how various elements influence risk, especially from a short- and mid-term viewpoint. Structural time-series models are one of these techniques that can be used to foresee realistic scenarios of change and explain how trends develop. Models can also be used to simulate how different risk factors affect particular road accident outcomes on particular segments of Poland's road network.
To significantly reduce road accidents the government needs to review and align safety standards for both rural and urban roads with best practices. Prioritizing safety in road design incorporating safety features and considering the needs of all road users will contribute to creating a more efficient road network. This, in turn, promotes the well-being and development of our nation. (Strandroth, 2012) The goal of this study was to create and implement a novel way to analyze the potential impacts of future vehicle safety technology to assist in the prioritization of road safety measures. The idea was to extrapolate the sequence of circumstances that result in an accident today into crashes that occur at a specific point in the future. There have been assumptions made about the application of safety technology, and these assumptions have been applied to current crashes. The number of crashes that would be avoided was estimated, and the residual was examined to determine the traits of crashes that will occur in the future. The comprehensive analyses of car passenger fatalities from 2010 by the Swedish Transport Administration were consulted. This study predicted that between 2010 and 2020, there will be a 53% decrease in the number of car occupant deaths. This innovative approach yielded important insights about the characteristics of collapses to come. The study's findings demonstrated that, with the availability of comprehensive and representative crash data, it is feasible to assess the potential effects of car safety technology in the future.

Ensuring that vehicles are equipped with built-in safety features aligned with standards and practices is another measure in preventing road accidents. To ensure a transportation environment, for everyone the government should enforce safety regulations, conduct thorough testing and inspections, promote the use of advanced safety technologies, and prioritize the safety of all road users.

Strengthening the system of driver licensing and training is a crucial strategy for improving the capability of drivers to prevent road accidents. By implementing stringent licensing standards and introducing driver education programs the government can ensure that drivers are equipped with the skills and knowledge needed to navigate the roads safely.

Promoting road safety knowledge and awareness is crucial in preventing road accidents. It's vital to focus on educating school children and college students as they are the generation who will benefit from an understanding of road safety. By teaching road behaviors and addressing practices the government can contribute to creating a safer environment for all road users. (Raffo, 2013) This case study of the Argentina Road Safety Project shows how applying the World Bank's institutional building-focused road safety project guidelines can hasten knowledge transfer, increase investment, and sharpen the results-focused focus. The case study emphasizes the importance of road safety as a development priority and describes World Bank programs aimed at putting the World Report on Road Traffic Injuries recommendations into practice and the ensuing Decade of Action for Road Safety, which runs from 2011 to 2020. The case study highlights how crucial the lead agency was in fostering the transition to a "Safe System" approach and guaranteeing long-term improvements in road safety, which called for the reinforcement of every component of the road safety management system. It provides an overview of institutional activities and road safety performance in Argentina before the project's planning and execution. The paper goes over the project's development goals, funding setup, particular parts, and investment staging. In conclusion, the study explores its unique aspects and acquired knowledge, and offers an additional collection of recommendations to support future road safety campaigns by multilateral development banks and their clients, as well as to promote stronger connections between the transport and health sectors.

(Abdo, 2016) The purpose of this study was to ascertain Salalah, Sultanate of Oman, drivers' knowledge and awareness of traffic laws. A questionnaire was created and given to Salalah road users to accomplish the goals. The primary results demonstrated that a relatively small proportion of participants followed speed restrictions in full; most of them drove while feeling tired and utilized their phones. It's interesting to note that a significant portion of participants were aware of unsafe driving behaviors and that some participants were ignorant of traffic signs. These findings may be the primary causes of the high accident rate in the area.
The results of this study suggest that significant efforts should be made to raise public knowledge of traffic safety and encourage adherence to traffic laws.

Another vital responsibility of the government is ensuring that all victims of road accidents receive prompt and effective trauma care. This can be achieved by equipping hospitals, along National Highways and State Highways establishing a coordinated trauma care system providing training to personnel and Emergency Medical Service teams and infrastructure, and raising public awareness about the importance of timely assistance. These efforts can save lives and minimize the long-term impact of road accidents.

**Conclusion**

Road safety is a crucial problem since it impacts both individuals and entire countries. We must act comprehensively and methodically to address this widespread issue because the statistics around traffic accidents, injuries, and deaths are alarming.

The research on Road Traffic Crashes focuses mainly on the physical aspects of the problem. Very few of them talk about technological solutions that can help prevent such accidents. The crucial part that technology may play in lowering traffic accidents has been underlined in this research.

A promising approach to bettering traffic management, upgrading driving habits, and facilitating quick emergency responses is provided by intelligent transport systems (ITS). Blind spot recognition, lane departure warning systems, and other advanced driver assistance technologies can drastically lower accidents brought on by driver mistakes. Additionally, the incorporation of GPS technology helps with route optimization and infrastructure improvements in addition to providing real-time traffic reports.

Road accident prevention also heavily relies on policies and laws. Crucial actions include setting up a National Road Safety Information System, coordinating safety requirements for both urban and rural roads, and ensuring that all cars adhere to safety regulations. Driver education and training are also crucial because they can give people the knowledge and abilities to travel safely. Additionally, raising awareness of road safety, particularly among the younger population, helps establish appropriate driving habits from a young age. To lessen the long-term effects of accidents and save lives, it is crucial to make sure that trauma care is easily accessible to all victims of traffic accidents. The results of traffic accidents can significantly change with prompt and efficient medical aid.

Governments, organizations, and individuals must work together and give road safety initiatives top priority in light of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly SDG Target 3.6, which calls for halving the number of fatalities and injuries caused by traffic accidents worldwide, and SDG target 11.2 on providing access to safe, affordable, accessible, and sustainable transport systems. The government must pass laws and regulations that implement emerging technologies in a variety of approaches to reduce the number of crashes, whose frequency has reached an unhealthy level.

Technology, sensible laws, education, and easy access to trauma care may all be used to make roads safer and pave the way for a better future when vehicle accidents are no longer daily tragedies but rare occurrences. Making our roads safer for everyone is a shared duty, and this goal must remain at the forefront of our societal goals.
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